I am looking at a map with my kid about an archipelago where I want to take him. I tell him of the different castles with can visit there and try to show them to him on some pictures. There are actually only pictures from the island to the East and there are no castles there but only a few villas.
I am with my parents going up to a ski resort. As we reach the top they tell me that my uncle who is dying of cancer has a lover. We are actually driving with them in the back and I hear them talking about a new car they want to get. The lover then mentions an Italian car but it is an old model.
My stepfather takes us to his friend's yard to get some wood. The latter shows us where to get it in the high grass. I actually keep it by the car and wait for my stepfather to bring it to me. As he takes the first batch I realize that it is not wide enough and it actually breaks down as I try to load it.
I am talking to my cousin about a mountain I just bought. He actually has a computer character there and shows me how he can drive it on a motorcycle. He starts surpassing a few cars but then we increase the speed and it bumps on the car in front. It keeps accelerating and finally pass it.
I am with my little kid in the kitchen of an old couple. I am leaving him there for the weekend but we also start talking about the coming week. The lady is glad to have him and tells me that she can keep him even longer. I suspect that she wants him for good and tell her that it is fine like that.
A woman gives me and my Polish friend a ride to a beautiful lake with rocks on one side. We then get off and start walking along a country road where I find a small mushroom. It is not so good but I soon find another one that is really good. It is actually growing in the grouse and I let it be.
I get in a gas station to rent a car and ask the manager to rent also a dog. She then goes to a room to take it and I tell her to pick a small one. She actually comes out with two big dogs. They seem to be quiet and I seat between them. One of them is actually a blind girl and I fall in love with her.
I am in a hotel room watching my naked chest in the mirror. It is very big and I put my shirt on to go out. It is actually dark but I start walking around it showing my big chest to the other guests when the road starts going downhill. I then get afraid of falling and I walk making small steps.
I am in a new house and get irritated with my Gambian roommate playing music. I then go to give him some headphones but he already has a nice pair. As I go back to my room I hear the music again and I get really mad throwing his speakers on the floor. He then moves his desk away.
I am in my new studio doing electronics. I decide to make the work space bigger but the table is facing a wall covered with small tiles. I then pack my electronic components to move them somewhere else and find my wife and son in the living room. I give the latter a Christmas sock for his cat.
I am walking down a valley surrounded by small hills and come to a big river. There is a wooden bridge going across but it actually starts raining and I get under a roof. There is a new metal fence all around it and I look through it at the rain falling on the last layer of snow.
I am with my dead grandparents in my other grandparents' apartment. It is early morning and I have promised them that my sister will pick us up but she is not answering her mobile phone. My grandfather is very upset and I try to call her again on my mother's phone. She finally answers.
I am at an hotel reception when a blond girl asks for her wallet. I realize that she also comes from the alps and we go out together. As we talk about the cities in the world where we want to live I kiss her. I actually get an erection and we go up to a forest to make out but end up in a golf court.
I am at the university and meet my short professor with a very tall one. They want us to present our papers and divide us into groups. I end up with a Russian guy who starts asking me about a sentence I have written. I actually composed by putting together the corks I found in a Russian city.
I am at a conference when someone starts playing really loud music. It is a guy holding a speaker in the public and I go behind to hit him. He actually goes to the front to set it up and I follow him but a police van comes. We run away together and I end up sleeping inside a car but they tow it.
I am with my relatives in an old Polish city at night and reach a small street with a guy selling pastries. There is a small house next to him and I think that it is our hotel but it is a sauna. We then get in from the right door but the receptionist doesn't want us to leave my father's sheep outside.
I am at the restaurant with my family talking about suing a clinic. As I listen to them in silence I notice an old friend eating behind me. He used to date my sister and I greet him. I then joke saying that he should get back with my sister but she offends him and he responds taking off his wig.
I am on a boat with some other guys all in front while I am in the back with only one of them. We then discuss how cheap it was to rent it but without an engine. The guys in front are actually using their legs to go forward and I go to check. We are leaving the river and entering a big lake.
I am wondering around a city and come to a hill with a building. There are boys playing video-game insides but I also find a place where to seat and work. As I do so some kids start going around me. I then think they want to rob me and pack up. One of them comes and I byte his small finger.
I am walking with my brothers in a dangerous part of town and see another one of us selling drugs. He pretends to have been cutting diamonds and promise to share his income. A small kid with us is actually under drugs and fall down the staircase. He dies and a nun puts a cross in his hand.
I am in a Nordic city and meet up with a young Arab girl. She is quite short but has a cute face and I accompany her home. As we get in her neighborhood I kiss her in the mouth and we start to make out. Her father might come and we start talking again. I then discover that she is too young.
I am giving a lecture about different performance artist. As I present one with a robotic arm everyone starts chatting aloud. I then yell at them to shut up but they don't and I threaten to leave. As they finally keep silent again the professor tells me that my time is up and we all have to leave.
I am at the bottom of a ski resort and see my best friend going inside a tunnel carrying his skies. I then reach him but he is talking on the phone and he walks out with me again. There is another friend and I want them to take them downhill but they insists on going up to the main ski resort.
I am rowing a kayak on a lake surrounding a Nordic city. As I start feeling it is a great exercise for my arms I come to a small waterfall. I then take another stream to the side but end up down in a pool with rocks. As I try to climb up with my kayak I realize that I can just go out from the side.
I am with a new girl in a new house and seat together on a table by the window. As I start kissing her I hear her father complaining about the fact that we left our kids in the garden unattended. He is actually fixing another wooden house and I tell him that we are by the window watching them.
I am in a kitchen at night watching a presentation with my colleagues. I am not paying attention and a Danish professor reproaches me. He is actually a zombie and I move away from him. I manage to get a bread knife and saw his forearms but he puts them back and keeps harassing me.
I am with some friends in a park and hear a church choir singing. I then tell everyone to follow me up a fascist building to also make a choir. I run up the open staircases singing allowed and reach a terrace. It is actually already occupied by a Japanese choir sining a modern version of the song.
I am with my ex wife and get in a bank where I should transfer her some money. The woman that is helping us tells me to sign a receipt. I do it really quickly but then she starts comparing it with my previous signatures. She is really picky and I suddenly leave saying that I will change bank.
I am out in a park with a girl. As she talks to me I realize that we are in a commune with small illegal houses. One of them is built on an old wall of round stones. The woman leaving above comes down to pick one of these stones but she is not afraid that her small wooden house might collapse.
I walk back to my parents old house in the countryside and see their neighbour from the mountain house parking in the neighbours' place. I then wait for him to come out of the car and touch him from behind. I don't wait for his reaction but go in my parents' garage to surprise my mother.
The president of a country is drove on a hill away from the civil war. The driver parks in a panoramic place and the president falls asleep on the cheek of his fat bodyguard. They all fall asleep and a man from another presidential car puts a hand grenade under their car but it doesn't explode.
I am with my son in a small cave up a mountain. I then take him out to a pick but a cloud comes making it impossible to see. I then lead my son back feeling feeling our path on the snow but almost end up at the bottom of the mountain. There is actually a train there and we decide to take it.
I am in a forest and show my son an hare. He goes to caress it and the hare doesn't run away. We then go in a small restaurant and asks the owner for some bullets. He gives me small screws and I count them while an old Italian song is being played. I sing along and he takes us to our site.
I am with my wife in my Chinese boss studio. He has several replicas of a lamp on the desk and he starts reading to us the design concept. As he goes through the various stages my wife nods with her head. He then looks at me and I also nod at him in approval as I had never left his company.
I am driving my sister and her family through a valley. They are getting bored and I tell them that we are soon reaching a beautiful lake. We do so and start driving along the coast. It is rather flat but there is actually a fake witch on the side. We stop to watch it but they are not so impressed.
I am in class and get a letter from a guy with whom I just had dinner. He thanks me for the orange juice I sent him even if it was diluted with water. The professor also gives me a letter and I am afraid that it is to fail me. I then get quite agitated but he has another letter where he passes me.
I am walking out of an hotel and meet my stepfather wearing a scuba diving suit. He is going to the swimming pool but wants to buy a swim hat first. We then go the same direction by I end up in a real estate agency where the man I should talk to starts correcting my school assignment.
I am walking with a girl in a portico of a Nordic city. I kiss her although she has a wart by her lips and she is talking on the phone. We meet another friend of her and she takes us in a garage. She has an apartment there with a fire place on and we could have sex but there is another couple.
I am telling my mother about my new place in Iceland. I am actually there and look out in the garden at a tree that is growing despite the climate. I then get inside the house where I have my new girlfriend waiting but then remember that it is her husband's place and he might come home.
I am in a city walking to a university with my Polish friend. We are actually invited to a lecture but it is getting late. I finally reach the class and the students start asking me about microprocessors. I then prepare to teach but my Polish friend gives me a list from a social network to recite.
I am with a friend in an abandoned building and see an American couple going in a room to play squash. My friend seats down on a table with the American man and they take out some special instruments. The man pulls a big coin out and my friend starts copying the portrait.
I am walking on a sea side where I should meet a curator friend. I am late and meet him that he is biking away. He has another meeting but we both take a bus together to a park. As we get there I realize that there is allot of mud and and we don't have any boots. We then take the bus back.
I am inside an apartment at night and hear allot of students protesting outside. They are singing a communist song but a Muslim girl gets out of the window to beg them to stop. They don't but then she tells them that there is a disco around the corner and they all run there to dance.
I am walking in a hotel with a girl and my Polish friend. We are trying to convince him about a new name for me but he gets distracted by a girl bending down with her ass out. We then go in his apartment and I find that we are actually in a skyscraper but it is dark out and we cannot see.
I am back at my new University in an empty and dark classroom. My old Swedish professor is next to me and I ask him if he had fun in South America where he went for Christmas. He actually went to a center for family reunion but I am newly divorced and I thought he was homosexual.
I am walking in a suburb of a big city. I cross two cute girls chatting but I don't pay attention to them. I assume they are from the neighborhood and it is actually quite rich. The houses are beautiful but then I realize that the railroad is right behind them and it must be very noisy to live there.
I am in an apartment telling my step grandfather's about different philosophers. He knows them all and I go to my room to escape from the window but all my relatives have left leaving the door open and I go back to close it. I actually find all my stuff spread on the staircase and start picking it.
I am driving down my native mountains on a sky lift. It gets really steep but a guy with me tells me not to worry. There is actually an under passage and I pull down the crane to get in. Inside we find an ancient church. We go through it but the priest tells me not to go in with the lift next time.
I come back to my apartment with my parents and go to my room to unpack. I actually remember that I have to take another flight. I then tell my sister to take me to the airport but then realize that I only have half an hour before the check in closes. I go back to my room and skip the trip.
It is late and I am at the University with my supervisor. I am cleaning up a folder and he shows me that it bares my name inside. He then explains to me that there is another guy with my same name. The latter is actually there and I ask him if he comes from my village but he is American.
A guy is with his girl out and she starts playing guitar for him. She is actually pretty good and some rockabillies invite her to play in their club. She performs naked and it is a great success. Her girlfriend is a short and old lesbian. She has an amputated finger that she uses to play the guitar.
I am with sister's old friend who shows me the big graffiti a couple did on the sidewalk. We keep walking and she explains me how they have made other graffiti without ever getting caught. We end up in a rich area by a lake. There are mountains on the opposite side and I find it really idyllic.
I am in a small and dirty street standing by an abandoned building. I am actually selling marijuana and two guys come to buy a dose. I then take two small plastic bags out and give them to them for fifteen bucks. They only pay me twelve and I wait for one of them to roll a joint to smoke it.
I wake up in a bedroom that I am under drugs. It is still very early and I only slept a few hours. An old friend has finished talking to an Icelandic curator and I ask her what she actually curates. It is mostly music stuff and I tell her about a mulatto friend who used to do tangible instruments.
I am driving with two girls and reach a mall. There is a cash machine every hundred meters and I try to park but it is downhill and I break the hand brake. I manage to park down below and go to a cash machine but find a small shop with two Arabs arguing about giving free food on Fridays.
I am walking with some young artists through a city and pass by an abandoned table. I look under and find three folded chairs. I unfold one and realize that it is a professional tripod. I take it with me even though it has a curtain all around and follow a girl to an exhibition where I start filming.
I am at school with my old classmates waiting for the professor. I notice that one is doing some readings and he tells me that there will be soon a history exam. I didn't know about it and I ask him to make a copy. The article is not so thick and it explains forty four different historical methods.
I am with a class of young students in a sunny park. I notice how one of them is holding a very expensive camera but I feel satisfy with my little one. My Polish friend is actually on a cliff and calls me up. He tells me that he has found the right place and I look down discovering the sea.
I am home eating with my ex wife and another couple. The guy is an Italian mathematician and there is another couple in the sofa with the guy that is also an Italian mathematician. I get them to seat together. They keep silent and I provoke them saying that they are from a rich part of town.
I am at a bar with a throat soar. The bar tender then gives me two red candies and starts pouring me some water on a dish. I don't trust the local tap water and just go to my seat where I have a bottle. My Swedish professor is there working with his computer and wonders what is the problem.
I go in a shop and ask for a strong string. The lady at the counter gives me an iron one but I have a special needle and I don't think I can sew with that. She then gives me a black American string I have already used once. I want it all but she can sell it to me only per ounces.
I arrive early at a small airport and check inside a small plane. There is Colombian old friend and I use my hands to explain her that I will get the next plane. I actually hear the pilot saying that he will take vacation and I ask him if I can get on. He says yes and even allows me to change seat.
I am out of a meeting room where my stepfather and his friends are taking political decisions. I jell at them that they should pay their taxes and leave with a girl. In the parking lot one of them jells at me that I will never make any money and the girl gets concerned that I have burnt my chances.
I am at a conference and walk out with my prefect. As we get in again an Asian colleague is presenting an animation she made. It shows a character talking to another character inside a church where they just had a performance. I am really impressed and happy that at least she is creative.
I am in a living room with my wife. She is actually tells me that it is mandatory to put doors in our rooms. I then realize that it is my new apartment and I am no longer leaving with her but with my Gambian room mate. We are now divorced but she doesn't seem angry.
I am with my mom driving in the suburbs looking for a place where she can buy me a car. I actually see a shop with a model of an Italian sport car but look for another shop where they sell more reliable German cars. My mother is driving further out and I tell her to turn into an industrial area.
I am at my parents talking to my sister about going to the airport. We are flying together and she wants to stay in an hotel on the highway. I then tell her about a cheap hostel in the city but our old grandmother would need to take a bus there. My sister then tells me that she can take a taxi.
I am at the sea side when I see my son peeing in the water. I then tell him not to do it and take him in the water with me. He starts peeing there as well. He actually makes a small fountain and the pee goes all against the breast of a young woman. The latter keeps standing in the water.
I am with my best friend waiting at the small lobby of an hospital. There are actually two dogs waiting in front of us. The bigger one is taken in to the doctor and only the small one remains. It is an aggressive race but my friend gets really close to him and I realize that their faces look similar.
I am on a car with a man driving down to a lake. He wants to visit another town there but we are heading north to the mountains. As we go up I realize that he is my biological father and his girlfriend is with him. I then tell him if he wants to meet my stepfather but he is really obstinate.
I am walking in a city and meet a sexy German girl. She is actually a friend of a friend and I remember that she was offering herself as a porno actress. I then offer her the same amount but to do a normal film. She agrees but I make up my mind and look up how much I can earn with a porn.
I am at my parents' and meet them in the corridor that they are leaving. My stepfather has a bag with dry apples that I was thinking to give to someone else. I don't say anything and move to the living room where the dog is laying. She wants to be caressed and I do so even though her fur is old.
I am having lunch with my parents but realize that I have to take the train to the airport. My stepfather is cooking and gets offended but I go out of the window to buy a ticket. As I get back in my mother is talking to her brother about our dog. The latter got pregnant but they think she will die.
I am in the corridor of a building walking with my baby nephew in my arms. We get in the elevator and find an old classmate. He used to be very handsome but he looks really warn now with curly and uncut hair. He starts telling me that he had some troubles but I know they were big ones.
I am in an American university and start playing hockey with some sticks. A classmate hits the ball outside and I go to fetch it. A blond girl has it and I explain that it is ours but I can give her another old one with the university logo. We then get back in the classroom but there is an exam.
I am in a kitchen when a friend calls his friends. They are breaking in a big factory and we also drive outside of the fence. My friend takes his luggage out of the trunk but it is too heavy to go over it. His friend is already on the other side waiting were there are no spikes and it is easy to climb.
I am with my son outside the big park of a villa. We are actually standing on the other side of the fence when a big dog passes us. It does not attack but my son runs after it and I can't stop him. The dog then turns towards us and I realize that it can just cross where the bare wire is broken.
I am walking with my stepfather and sister on a icy road. She has her ice-skates but there is gravel on the ground. We actually come to a field with good ice but it is too steep. There is a car parked there and I recognize a friend of my cousin going out. I ask him where to go but he doesn't know.
I am in class seating on the floor. There are no lectures and I show a student my drawings. There is also a man looking and I realize that he is a very famous scientist. He likes my drawings and I want to give it to him but he actually invites me to his cottage where my grandparents used to live.
I am in a changing room and get naked to shower. It is actually crowded and I realize that there are also girls inside. All the other guys wear a towel around their waist and the girls start looking at me. As I finish to shower my penis gets hard and I take a shoe to cover it but then use my shirt.
I am with a girl going down a metro station and come to the gates. As she starts to insert coins I whisper in her ears to wait me on the other side and watch me jump across. I get ready to do it but another guy smuggles across and the ticket controller decides to chase him without any shirt on.
I am landing with my ex wife on a small aircraft. We have to take another flight but the gates are about to close and we will have to pick up our luggage. They actually left it outside of the aircraft and we run with it inside going up the staircase. We reach the security check but it is too crowded.
I am in a house when my neighbour comes in. It is very messy inside but he shows me how the previous owner used to take the blankets out on a small sofa in the spring. My new girlfriend also comes and we kiss. We should actually go on a trip and she is really beautiful but I am all dirty.
I am in the swimming pool with my American team. The captain is competing and I see that he is winning. I then swim with him to make him go faster. I can actually keep up with his speed and we reach the end together. I then tell him that he has beat the record even though I have no watch.
I am inside a big shop selling exotic plants and meet two hunters. As they tell me that they have lost their two hounds one of them hears something moving inside the trash bin. It is actually a big tiger and I go out of the door with one of the guys but he stays in and gets his head bitten off.
I am with my parents in the kitchen and see a newspaper. It is a local one but I read about the elections. The secessionist party has overthrown the left wing government. I then ask my stepfather about it and he tells me that it has been good for the right wing party although they actually lost.
I am in an abandoned factory hanging a banner on a column. It is too long and it folds at the bottom. I then try to fix it but realize that it is made of many photos. I start picking them but my ex wife also helps me and puts them in the wrong order. There are also photos of us I want to remove.
I am in front of a student house and a girl lets me in. I am supposed to sell a used adapter to a guy but he is not in his room. I then wait for him and he comes from the bathroom. I give him the adapter but he wants to give me an hard disk in exchange. I can see he has the money ready for me.
I am in my in-law's garden and find a hole. I then put two long sticks inside so that they can stand together. My architect uncle is also there and suggests me to use a branch above me. I place the sticks on top of one another and notice that my father-in-law has trimmed the trees like palms.
I am with some friends driving with my father's pick up on the small hills of a little island. We pass a village but people are not so impressed of the car because they are used to Americans. I start driving up on a rough hill but then think about going down to the sea. We slide back all the way.
I am at a lecture of a famous researcher. He asks if we know the difference between private and public surveillance. I answer but he doesn't reply. We then go down to the cafeteria and I realize that he has given us an aspirin. I then ask for water but he is making the order and I spit it in a bin.
I am showing two friends a video on my camera. It actually shows me dancing with another girl. I stand doing one movement behind her but then start to pirouette around. We are supposed to perform this dance officially but we haven't rehears after that and I am afraid I forgot the movements.
I am in a church standing by a bride. I am supposed to give her the benediction with a silver stick but have to look at the priest. We then go out of the church in a line meeting the other line of his new husband's relatives. I should stay on her side but loose her and end up with my old friends.
I am at my Colombian student's place at night and he proposes me to rent a room. He then takes me across a living room and I think that it is going to be too noisy to live right next to it. There are actually two rooms he wants to rent me out and I like it but then realize that a girl is living there.
I am with my stepfather out of the garage in their apartment building. He is fixing the wall outside using special green gloves for surgery. He then asks me why he using them and I tell him that it is because of the lime which can eat his skin. There is actually another reason but I cannot guess.
I am the university and the secretary cannot find one of my application files. I then explain her that they are not necessary and go out where my mountain bike is parked. There is dry mud on the wheels and I start removing it with a knife waiting for a beautiful brown hair girl to pass by me.
I am in a class taking a test to enter a film school but I am not really interested. The teacher tells us to read from one another and gives us an African country as the main title. I complain and she tells me to stand up. I then get on top of my desk and she tells me to leave the room at once.
I am out in a garden pretending to cry and beg a director to take me as an actor. A talented classmate is also there and his small brother tells me that he is in love with me. He is blind and wants to kiss me and I get around a garage but they also follow me and I push them both down a slope.
I am at a party standing in the dark entrance of a drawing room. There is also a guy in front and I observe a big knob sticking out of his neck. He actually turns around and we start talking about politics. I mention the recession and he says it is only a game and shouldn't have worried about it.
I get out of an English class and join the Chinese class with my assistant. My Chinese boss is actually the teacher and I see him with a big trolley. I then think that he brought a projector to get his money back from me but he actually starts showing the simulation of a typhoon.

